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Editorial policy
This journal, property of the European Institute for Marine Studies - University of

Western Brittany aims to facilitate publication and diffusion of marine naturalist data to a
wide audience, through free and open access. It is dedicated to the publication of species
lists, but also to the description and biogeography of any taxon associated to estuarine,
coastal and open ocean waters offshore Brittany. Its field of interest thus encompasses
benthic as well as pelagic fauna and flora, from the intertidal (including salt marsh and
mudflats) coastal to deeper waters of the continental shelf. We also intend to consider any
data from waters surrounding Brittany (i.e. Channel or Atlantic coasts of France).

An Aod welcomes original research papers, species observations, inventories and re-
gional syntheses. Studies dealing with the biology and/or ecology of species of interest
will be considered.

Manuscripts will be reviewed by one or several members of the editorial board and
may be sent to external reviewers. The redaction committee is the only habilitated to ac-
cept or refuse the final version of the manuscript. The official publication frequency is
two issues (constituting one volume) by year. A third special issue could be published
whenever the committee deems appropriate.

General
Papers must be written in French or in English. They should be submitted in Microsoft

Word (.doc or .docx), OpenDocument (.odt) or LATEX (.tex) format.
Text should be written on A4 paper and one half-spaced. Lines should be numbered.
If acronyms are used they must be specified in full on their first occurrence.
Tables and illustrations, with their legend, should be included at the end of the sub-

mitted document. Moreover, illustrations should be attached in a separate file and in their
original format: good quality raster (.tiff preferably or .jpeg) or vector (.eps, .ps, .svg or
.pdf).

Titlepage
The authors should indicate the following elements on the titlepage:

— Title: it must be written in French and in English. It should be as short as possible.

— List of authors and their affiliation: please indicate the given name(s) and family
name(s) of each author. Each authors’ affiliation address (University, laboratory,
road, postal code, city, country) should be indicated after the list of authors.

— Corresponding author: please indicate the given name, the family name and the
e-mail address of the author who will handle correspondence.

— Abstract: it must be written in French and in English, including the main results
and conclusions of the work. No references should be given in this part. The
abstract must be followed by some keywords written in French and in English.
Keywords should be alphabetically ordered.

Text
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Scientific names should be italicized and their first mention followed by the authority
and the year.

Figures
Figures should either be in grey scale or in colour. However, the rainbow colour scale

should not be used. Authors should prefer scales such as “viridis” or “cividis” colour
scales because they can be easily perceptible by colour-blind people.

Figures are numbered in Arabic numerals and reference in the text appears as ‘fig-
ure 1’, ‘figure 2’. . .

Size must be indicated by a scale bar on photographs, not by a magnification factor in
the legend. A map must necessary have a north arrow, a scale bar and a legend. Symbols
and acronyms must be clearly explained in the legend.

Tables
Tables should not be excessive in size. They are numbered in Arabic numerals and

reference in the text appears as ‘table 1’, ‘table 2’. . . Column headings are bold and must
be as clear and short as possible.

Symbols and acronyms used must be clearly explained in the legend.
The following table gives an example of layout.

Table 1 : Richesse phytocœnotique des différents compartiments écologiques du pré-salé.

Compartiment écologique Richesse phytocœnotique (anse d’Yffiniac)

Années Rich. phyt. max.

1979 2002 2011 2012

Haute slikke 3 2 2 3 3
Bas schorre 1 1 1 1 1
Schorre moyen 4 4 4 5 5
Haut schorre 5 7 6 7 8
Très haut schorre 7 5 6 6 8

Total 20 19 19 22 25

References
Bibliographic references must be sorted alphabetically (author-year) at the end of the

manuscript. References quoted in the text, and only these, must appear in the references
list. Title of the paper and title of journals must be written in full (not abbreviated). All
authors must appear. References should be composed as:

— article: Author(s), year. Title. Journal, volume (number), page range. doi.
— book: Author(s), year. Title. (Editor(s)). Publisher name, publisher location. Total

number of pages.
— book chapter: Author(s), year. Title of the chapter. In: title of book (Editor(s))

Publisher name, publisher location, page range.
— thesis: Author(s), year. Title. Type of thesis (PhD thesis, master thesis, etc.),

University name and location. Total number of pages.
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— report: Author(s), year. Title. Organization. Total number of pages.

Scientific communications and manuscripts should be adressed by mail to:

|An.Aod|@|univ-brest.fr|

or by post to:

An aod
Observatoire marin – UMS 3113

Institut Universitaire Européen de la Mer
Rue Dumont d’Urville

29280 PLOUZANE – France
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